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Lorem ipsum

The Needs of 21st Century Businesses

Never have the demands on business been greater.
Gllobal markets, non-traditional competitors, rapidly 

escalating regulatory regimes and the introduction of new 

technology are but a few of the many significant challenges 

in the 21st century. In the past, successful businesses have 

shown a great ability to adapt to change but a strong argu-

ment could be made that the breadth, depth, and pace of 

change across all of these dimensions is far higher and more 

impactful now than in past generations.

From a business perspective, firms have been experiment-

ing with dozens of innovative management practices to stay 

competitive. Outsourcing, offshoring, and e-Commerce are 

but a few of the significant strategic changes implemented 

by management. Importantly, new technology is frequently 

called upon to either solve existing challenges or create 

new opportunities in the face of these changes.

New concepts like 
“Digital Business” 
represent a holistic 
view of how 
technology is used in 
all facets of business 
and is being applied to 
ensure that the 
adoption of new
technologies supports 
speed, agility, and 
efficiency.

Regardless of a firm’s use of technology there are a set of business imperatives that serve 
as a critical foundation for success:

•    the speed with which business can create and deliver new forms of value;

•    the agility of how a business adapts to change; and

•    the efficiency with which a business converts inputs to outputs.

With the influx of highly disruptive technology into nearly all markets, the need for a business archi-

tecture that can successfully navigate these challenges is critical. New concepts like 

“Digital Business” represent a holistic view of how technology is used in all facets of business and is 

being applied to ensure that the adoption of new technologies supports those three fundamental 

imperatives.

Critically, the push for a “Digital Business” requires robust alignment between business leaders and 

technologists as they realize their individual strategic choices are now intimately linked in determin-

ing the future success of the firm. Never before has it been so important for business leaders to 

learn about technology and technology leaders to learn about business.

From a technology perspective, there are similar critical imperatives to ensure readiness 
to meet today’s business needs. These include:

•    Development Flexibility such that new solutions can be executed on the most advantaged 

      platform or service;
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The Rise of Microservices

Microservices is an architectural style for application 
development that has recently emerged as a leading 
technology practice at highly influential firms.

•    Adaptability such that new technology, new requirements, and new sources of value can be   

     readily integrated into existing or new solutions; and

•    Dynamic Scalability such that varying workloads can be automatically and cost effectively   

     serviced. These imperatives provide strategic guidance for the adoption of both new technology  

     and practices that ensure support for the critical needs of the business.

Never before has it been so important for business leaders to learn about 
technology and technology leaders to learn about business.

Organizations including Netflix, Google, and Yahoo have adjusted conventional development 

approaches to create solutions based on individually built, deployed, and scaled services that 

collectively meet the functional needs of their business applications. This evolution has been driven 

by the need for unprecedented speed, scalability, and manageability as these businesses have 

attained activity levels previously unimaginable. Most importantly both the business and technolo-

gy characteristics of these solutions are highly aligned to the respective imperatives outlined 

earlier.

Microservices evolved from at least three important technology trends:

(a)   prior generations of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) where smaller components of 

business logic are built as individual services orchestrated by a composite application; 

(b)   cloud-based deployment where rapid and highly cost-effective scaling is accessible to 

virtually any organization; and (c) the rise of Software-as-a-Service which makes access to 

best-of-breed functionality both highly cost effective and fast to deploy.

Over the last several years, the widespread availability of these technologies has enabled a classic 

evolutionary path that extracted the best features while leaving behind others that are less suited to 

new realities. Today a common set of key tenets exists for microservices- styled architectures that, 

while not formally encoded as a standard, are accepted as core to this style of solution design.
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Microservices Evolved From at Least Three Important Technology Trends:

•    Prior generations of SOA where smaller components of business logic are built as  
      individual services orchestrated by a composite application;
•    Cloud-based deployment where rapid and highly cost-effective scaling is 
      accessible to virtually any organization; and
•    The rise of Software-as-a-Service which makes access to best-of- breed 
      functionality both highly cost effective and fast to deploy.

Specifically, most leading practitioners agree on the following:

•    A focus on the development of multiple, discrete, “small” elements of functionality –       
     which simplifies the understanding, development, and testing of logic compared to entire  
     monolithic solutions

•    Individually built, deployed, and scaled services - which enhances deployment flexibility  
     and supports targeted scaling to optimally address highly varying workloads

•    The freedom for each service to use any appropriate programming language – which   
     allows the use of best fit technologies for the required functionality

•    The use of “containers” as a lightweight solution for packaging developed services to   
     allow their flexible deployment across diverse computing infrastructures. These 
     containers provide much the same functionality of traditional virtual machines but with   
     significantly less overhead, which optimizes the use of compute resources

•    The use of lightweight messaging protocols for communication between discrete 
     services and applications – which significantly reduces the overhead associated with past  
     use of ESB’s and complex integration logic

•    Development teams organized around the full lifecycle of a service (design, build, run,      
     support) – which supports tighter management and shorter cycles of enhancements or  
     fixes
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Figure 1: Classic Microservices-based Solution with centralized orchestration

Figure 1 below depicts a typical microservices-styled application. A composite application 
orchestrates service execution via a series of “calls” utilizing a lightweight messaging proto-
col. These discretely deployed services can therefore be individually scaled (e.g. Service S3) 
and each maintains a rigorous functional boundary.

Composite Application Makes Service Calls

S1

S2

S3

S4

C1

C2

C3

C4

Service (#3) independently 
scaled

Composite Application

Services

Container

Operations & Management

Figure 1. Conventional Microservices. Application is defined as a centralized body 
of logic making point to point service calls (distributed services, centralized 
control).
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“Classic” Microservices − A Significant 
Commitment

While a ”classic” microservices style of architecture clearly 
has attractive features from a technology point of view, it 
carries a number of significant commitments that may well 
place it beyond the reach of most potential adopters.

As noted above, early adopters are aggressively (and successfully) deploying 
microservices but one should remember that they have the strategic imperative and 
commensurate expertise, staffing, and budgets to fully embrace the necessary change. 
Most organizations looking for ways to improve their development capabilities are 
doing so without the resources normally required. Let’s look at a few of the most 
challenging barriers to adopting a full microservices approach and the impact such 
change requires:

Organization of Teams Around Products, Not Projects

Introduction of New Container Technologies

Early adopters are completely re-organizing their development and test resources into 

smaller, holistically staffed teams that manage the full lifecycle of a given service. This 

shortens development and test cycles as well as improving quality by leveraging tighter 

feedback loops from results back to development. Importantly, leadership training, 

organizational design changes, and staff performance management disciplines must also 

be modified as well in support of this re-alignment.

Firms fully embracing microservices will potentially allow implementation and 

runtime support in multiple diverse technologies and platforms. Following this practice 

could bloat the acquisition, infrastructure, and support requirements for core IT 

operations.
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Migration Toward Advanced Continuous Delivery Principles

To fully realize those shorter development cycles firms are greatly advancing their 

maturity toward continuous development. This requires additional training, tooling, and 

management skills.

Services Built for (Only) Specific Solutions with Limited Centralized 
Management

“Classic” microservices are often built to serve only a specific component solution and 

given the reduced level of centralized management around services inventory and 

management, re-use is relegated to only a secondary priority.

Invest in Tooling to Manage, Scale, and Handle Disruptions to 
Services

Additional or enhanced tooling is required to provide services management, error-han-

dling, and scaling support across the universe of deployed services. These added 

investments introduce increased integration and support risk for IT operations.

With these factors considered, many organizations are hesitating or delaying until micros-

ervices and the associated ecosystem of providers and practices matures in the market. 

While prudent for most, this inevitably delays the opportunity to benefit from advanced 

practices, that if applied judiciously, could materially improve the price / performance of 

development organizations in service to their businesses.



At Pneuron, our founding philosophy was grounded in the 
same business ambitions advocated by practitioners of what 
is now called microservices.

The Pneuron platform natively handles key operational and 
management requirements in a consistent and centralized way
without inhibiting the creativity and speed promised by the 
discrete build, deploy, and operation of services.
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Specifically, we built a solution development and execution platform to,

•    Support rapid build and deployment cycles that dramatically shorten time to value

•    Offer containerized functionality which dramatically simplifies (or even eliminates)  
      integration of diverse enabling platforms

•    Provide for discretely scalable services which automatically respond to highly 
      varying workloads

•    Enable rapid and highly cost-effective adaptation to new business, competitive,   
      regulatory, and technology changes

•    Significantly simplify the messaging requirements across a fabric of functionality and  
      concentrate value-added processing within the various services

•    Re-energize the collaboration between business and IT in the pursuit of solutions  
      that drive competitiveness

The Pneuron Platform − “Microservices & 
Containers for the Rest of Us”

While staying true to many of the “classic” microservice tenets, Pneuron went significantly 
further. We foresaw that adoption of the techniques now called microservices would 
require extensive investment in new technologies, re-training of staff, and wholesale 
changes in management processes. From the ground up, Pneuron pre-built key supporting 
technologies and capabilities into our container and across the entire platform to free 
solution designers, architects, and systems managers from the crippling dependency on 
integration with other platforms and highly disruptive organizational and process changes.
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Instead, the Pneuron platform natively handles key operational and management 
requirements in a consistent and centralized way without inhibiting the creativity and 
speed promised by the discrete build, deploy, and operation of services. These changes 
allow solution designers to stay focused on logical design and rapid value realization – 
just where the business demands it be.

With an emerging consensus on what “classic” microservices represent, the following is 
a comparative look at the components and capabilities of the Pneuron platform. Addi-
tionally, specific discussion of the derived advantages of Pneuron adoption is also 
included for reference by potential adopters.

S1 S2 S5 S7

S3 S4 S8

S3 S4 S8

S3 S4 S8

S6 S9 S10

Cortex
(Container) #1

Cortex
(Container) #3

Cortex
(Container)#2-A

Cortex
(Container)#2-B

Cortex
(Container)#2-C

Pneuron 
Config

Key
Services

Remote Transmission

In-Memory Transmission

Figure 2. Pneuron-Based Solution with Distributed Execution and Control. Appli-
cation defined and deployed as a distributed set of services connected by direct 
transmission of processing results across an asynchronous execution fabric 
(distributed services, distributed control)

The Pneuron platform natively handles key operational and management 
requirements in a consistent and centralized way without inhibiting the 
creativity and speed promised by the discrete build, deploy, and operation of 
services.
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Services

In “classic” microservices, individual services are built by programmers from scratch, in 
often disparate technologies, with traditional programming languages. These services 
are then leveraged by solutions which use lightweight messaging protocols to interact 
with each required service.

In sharp contrast, Pneuron “services” are composed of one or more connected                     
“Pneurons”- each a discrete, pre- built, but highly configurable “service” that represents
a specific type of functionality. Pneuron offers an extensive library of over 50 (and                       
growing) different types of Pneurons that together represent a rich palette of options for 
designers constructing higher level services or entire solutions. Examples of Pneurons 
include making a “Query” against a relational database; performing “Analytics” on an 
incoming set of data or making a webservice call to an application.

Importantly, this broad set of fully interoperable Pneurons allows solutions designers to 
use a single, web- based visual design environment to select, configure, and connect 
individual or groups of Pneurons. This approach allows them to leverage their subject 
matter expertise directly into the solution deployment process rather than specifying 
and waiting for service development activities.

In contrast to “classic” microservices, Pneuron solutions are meant to be available for 
reuse by other solutions. With granular permissioning built into the platform, administra-
tors can easily authorize other designers to use of any previously built “services”.

Containers

In classic microservices, service designers have the freedom to build and house their 
services in any type of container. This offers tremendous freedom to select the most 
optimal technology for each type of service. At the same time, an Enterprise must be 
practical and realistic about the support burden incurred from allowing a wide range of 
container technologies.

In Pneuron’s case, our container provides a superset of the functionality found in 
most/all conventional market offerings. As a core platform component (we call it the 
“Cortex”) it provides a consistent execution environment for all Pneuron-based services 
(i.e. “Pneurons” and full solutions). Having a single, Java- based container also provides 
significant simplification across the lifecycle of deployment, management and support, 
and allows reuse of Java skills commonly found in today’s enterprise. With deployment 
into a standard JVM, the Cortex provides advanced functionality for resiliency, manage-
ment, and scalability (discussed below) which eliminates the need for additive platform 
investments typically required to support a microservices-based architecture.
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Messaging

In classic microservices, composite applications use lightweight messaging protocols to 
interact with the various services required to meet solution needs. This direct, 
lightweight approach is a targeted response to past challenges of deploying complex 
and costly integration infrastructure in the form of an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB). The 
prevailing wisdom is for microservices-based solutions to embrace the
notion of “intelligent endpoints and dumb pipes”. That is, have individual services 
perform the value-added processing while the messaging interface merely provides a 
pathway for inputs and outputs.

Within Pneuron the execution approach is highly analogous to this lightweight concept. 
As execution initiates and continues through successive Pneurons, the Cortex is 
responsible for the delivery of any Pneuron’s outputs to the one or more destination 
Pneurons within the solution design. This transmission is done either via a webservices 
call or a JMS messaging infrastructure – but contains no transformation or                                
supplementary processing. All solution logic is therefore contained within the various 
configured Pneurons. From a solution logic point of view, the Cortex only understands 
the configured solution topology while providing various capabilities that support 
Pneuron execution.

Execution Model

In classic microservices, composite applications utilize a request / response paradigm 
to orchestrate required service execution. Each service is tasked with a given set of 
inputs and responds with the results of the given service logic. This event-driven para-
digm has become popular in distributed solutions architectures as it anticipates and 
handles the uncertainties across the multiple factors impacting end-to-end 
performance.

Pneuron employs a significantly different execution model. Critically, there is not a 
central point of orchestration governing service execution. As a Pneuron solution 
executes, the results of one Pneuron are passed directly to the one or more subsequent 
Pneurons in the design. The outputs represent a stateless unit of work, encoded as a 
self-describing XML message that is delivered asynchronously to any successor      
Pneuron(s). This distributed execution and control model provides tremendous            
deployment flexibility and architectural freedom for both the solution designer and 
systems administrator. Note that the Cortex container described above is typically 
deployed multiple times (please see figure 2) in a customer environment. At design time, 
designers can re-position any Pneuron to run within any installed Cortex providing for a 
fully customized processing topology aligned to systems proximity, compute resources, 
or jurisdictional boundaries.
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Resiliency

In classic microservices, a core design tenet is to “design for failure.” This mindset is 
required to ensure that missing or inoperable services are gracefully handled and do not 
crash the entire solution. As such, additional logic must be built into the solution that
will queue, persist, or otherwise ensure work is not lost while waiting for restoration of 
required services. This error handling can be burdensome to code or may require third 
party platforms to provide the required functionality.

In Pneuron, solution designers and administrators have the ability to create clusters of 
Cortices that support high availability objectives. By creating such a cluster, native                                
functionality will persist, dispatch, and retire units of work only upon completion of the 
prescribed logic. In the event of a lost Cortex, the cluster will dynamically reform and 
interrupted work will be re-queued for execution on that re-formed cluster.

In addition to clustering, Pneuron also includes the ability to design flexible and custom-
ized error handling routines. This error-handling functionality is another included feature 
in the Pneuron container. Within an executing network, if Pneuron encounters an una-
vailable system or issue preventing successful Pneuron execution, an error state is 
triggered and the in-process unit of work will be re-directed to either a specifically 
designed or generic error-handling network. This handler is itself built as a series of 
Pneurons    that applies any set of functionalities to persist, alert, extinguish or otherwise 
manage that error.

Finally, Pneuron also includes a native event handler and notification system within its 
container that provides system level warnings and errors. These events provide a                           
configurable level of detail and can be logged or reported to external systems to                               
support integration of Pneuron operations with the broader enterprise management 
activities. Over 200 selectable and configurable events can be captured to support the 
various platform management goals and requirements for activity, change, and                           
performance monitoring.

Scalability

In classic microservices, the ability to dynamically scale an individual service is a critical 
driver in support of high performance systems. Additional development or use
of a third-party platform is required to monitor service execution, determine the need for 
scale-up, determine what resources are best utilized, accomplish the capacity addition 
and ultimately load balance requests across those multiple instances. Implementing
such a service management capability can itself be a major undertaking and potentially 
a major barrier for early adopters.

In addition to the resiliency benefits derived from clustering Pneuron containers,      
Pneuron also supports sophisticated workload dispatching to deal with time-based
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Many organizations are now considering a microservices style of application 
architecture to address the modern business needs for speed, agility, and    
scalability

These imperatives are critical to sustaining competitiveness in modern business yet full 
adoption of microservices can be costly and highly disruptive to ongoing operations. 
With its emphasis on simplifying the experience of building, deploying, and executing 
services-based solutions, Pneuron is an excellent entry point for organizations wishing to 
rapidly innovate, deploy, and scale this new architectural style. By pre-integrating service 
design and deployment capabilities with advanced execution functionality within its 
advanced containers technology, Pneuron has eliminated the significant integration risk 
so common to the early adoption of new technology and paradigms.

In addition to the resiliency benefits derived from clustering Pneuron containers, 
Pneuron also supports sophisticated workload dispatching to deal with time- 
based variations in processing volumes.

variations in processing volumes. As designers create a given cluster they have the 
opportunity to “opt-in” specific virtualized “networks” and assign them to one or more 
specific Cortices (nodes), each with optional priority ranges assigned. This creates the 
capability to segment incoming units of work and dynamically assign execution to a 
given “eligible / best” node. In short, as each unit of work arrives at the cluster, the 
dispatcher extracts the intended network and assigned priority and compares those 
values to the configured cluster. After all invalid “nodes” are filtered out, the dispatcher 
will execute a configurable routing algorithm (e.g. Shortest Queue, Shortest Predicted 
Time to Completion) to determine and dispatch that unit of work to the final “best” exe-
cution node.

In addition to optimizing the dispatch of work across existing cluster nodes, Pneuron has 
added dynamic resource scaling to further support high volume processing. With its 
“realm management” capability, administrators can pre-identify additive capacity (often 
drawn from a cloud or grid infrastructure) that will be dynamically instantiated and     
configured into the original static cluster. This additional capacity is triggered when a 
configurable queue length has been exceeded for incoming work. Once the work queue 
returns to levels below the set threshold, the cluster will dynamically release the added 
capacity and reform the cluster to its original static configuration.M



Critically, Pneurons use of common standards within its own platform and in its          
communications with existing platforms, preserves and even enhances the value of 
those prior investments, and allows Pneuron to leverage existing best- of-breed       
functionality. Finally, Pneurons non-invasive approach to integration minimizes            
disruption to ongoing operations and speeds solution deployment.

Key Pneuron Features of Microservices Include:

•    Development Flexibility such that new solutions can be executed on the   
      most advantaged platform or service;

•    Adaptability such that new technology, new requirements, and new sources of  
      value can be readily integrated into existing or new solutions; and

•    Dynamic Scalability such that varying workloads can be automatically and   
      cost effectively serviced. These imperatives provide strategic guidancefor the   
      adoption of both new technology and practices that ensure support for the   
      critical needs of the business.
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